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47
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60
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Colchester Borough Homes Limited
Minutes of the Hundred and Seventeenth Board meeting held on Microsoft Teams on Tuesday 23rd
February 2020 at 5.00pm
Add in attendees
Present:
Dirk Paterson (DP)
Karen Smout (KS)
Gareth Mitchell (GM)
Cllr Lesley Scott-Boutell (LSB)
Paula Goddard (PG)
Cllr Tina Bourne (TB)
Julie Parker (JP)
Cllr Nigel Chapman (NC)
Justin King (JK)
Nicola Davey (ND)

Chair
Vice Chair
CEO
Board Member
Board Member
Board Member
Board Member
Board Member
Appointed Board Member
Appointed Board Member

In attendance:
Karen Loweman (KL)
Matt Armstrong (MA)
Geoff Beales
Jo Paget
Gerardine Murphy
Nathan Suley
David Barthram
Cong Gu
Kirk Braker

Director of Operations
Director of Business Improvement
Colchester Borough Council
Governance Officer
Head of ICT & Business Intelligence
Community Safety Manager
Health, Safety, Environment & CDM Manager
Head of Finance
Head of Repairs

1

Apologies and Quorum.

1.1

No apologies were received, and the meeting was confirmed as quorate

2.

Declarations of Interest by Board Members and Officers
There was one Declaration of interest noted from Paula Goddard with regards to
employment with Christians Against Poverty who were mentioned in the community plan
and funds received.

3.

Consent Agenda

3.1

The Chair advised he had received a request for the Scheme of Delegation to be moved
for Board discussion from Julie Parker and invited her to address the Board.
JP advised that with regards to 4.7 of the policy which states that the Chair of the Board
decides if observers can attend the Board. JP advised that that in the context of a public
Board meeting it was common practice that anyone could attend, and that in the light of
the new world of virtual meetings, the policy should be updated to reflect practice on this.
The Board agreed to approve the policy based on this update.
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a number of questions raised by members previous to the meeting and confirmed that
members were happy with the responses provided.
There being no objections or amendments the Chair resolved to:
1. Minutes of Previous Meeting and Action Tracker
2. Performance Pack
3. Transformation Update
4. Finance and Audit Chairs Report
5. Medium Term Delivery Plan
6. Code of Governance
7. Scheme of Delegation subject to the updates suggested
4.

Retirement of Board Member
The Chair announced the retirement of Julie Parker from the Board and the Chair
extended his thanks and appreciation for all Julie had contributed to the Board and her
position as Chair of Finance and Audit Committee over her 6 -year term.

The Board resolved to:
i.NOTE the retirement of Julie Parker
5.

Appointment of Independent and Resident Board Members

5.1

The Chair advised that following the recruitment process for 2 x independent members
and 1 x resident member the panel had attended the Appointments and Remuneration
Committee to recommend the appointment of Justin King, Fiona Marshall and Nicola
Davey.

5.2

Introductions were made to the board by Justin, Fiona and Nicola

5.3

It was noted that Justin and Nicola would join the meeting as Members whereas Fiona’s
appointment would start on the 24 th February, following Julie’s retirement.

The Board resolved to:
i.APPROVE the appointment of Independent and Resident Board Members as per the
recommendation from Appointments and Remuneration Committee
6

Governance structure – Committee Membership

6.1

The Chair advised that the new meeting governance structure and membership had been
discussed and recommended by the Appointments and Remuneration Committee.
He asked for confirmation from Members that the new Governance and remuneration had
a membership of 4 members which was agreed.

6.2

JP advised that she felt there could be potential issues with quoracy if membership were
to stand at 4 members for the Finance and Audit Committee and the Operations and
Performance Committee. The Chair advised that he note this but was content to proceed
with the quoracy of 4 as agreed and would review if any potential issues arose.

The Board resolved to:
i.APPROVE the Revised Governance Structure and membership recommended by the
Appointments and Remuneration Committee
7.

CEO Verbal Update
2
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7.1

GM advised he wanted to highlight the following to the Board:
To pay testimony to how the staff of CBH had worked over the last 11 months. It had
been a tough winter and the organisation had continued to have its operational
challenges, yet there was a good level of stability which could be seen in the performance
data along with commitment, good coordination and good communication across the
organisation.

7.2

Housing options
Demand in this area remained significant, despite the evictions ban still being in place
In January CBH supported 122 new claims of households threatened with homelessness.
210 families and individuals were currently in temporary accommodation, which was
higher than wanted
21 individuals were in B&B, and these individuals were all within the borough
7 street link referrals had been received and all dealt with within 24 hours
13 rough sleeper community were in emergency winter accommodation and on the last
rough sleeper count there was 1 person who refused to come into accommodation

7.3

Repairs and Maintenance
Gas Compliance remained at 100%
Satisfaction within house repairs team is 100%
The team were continuing to respond to emergency works only
The Repairs team were also undergoing a lot training on the new housing system which
has been a huge commitment

7.4

Housing Management
Relet 18 properties
Voids stand at 27.5 days vs target of 24.75
Rent collection levels 97.8% which compared to the national performance and the
challenges residents faced was a remarkable performance.

7.5

Asset management
55% delivery of the Capital Programme delivery vs target of 64%. This area has been the
most impacted by not being able to access properties
600 individual works projects have been completed (kitchens and bathrooms)
The Team are procuring works for supplementary works commissioned by the Council for
the next financial year

7.6

Design Construction &Management Team
The Mercury theatre is planned to complete the end of March
The team are out to tender for the Elfreda house sheltered housing project and are also
scoping the new sheltered housing projects which the Council wish to commission.

3
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Finance
The Finance service review has completed and is now fully recruited to the new structure.
The ABS system will go live at the end of February.

7.8

IT Enabling
The team have rolled out half of the new, fit for purpose, mobile phones to staff and
continue with the progression of Office 365 and applications to develop more efficient
working

7.9

Project Aurora
There are interface challenges in Phase 1 which are being worked through which is a
significant challenge with year-end approaching.
Phase 2 works, asset management and repairs, are on track for go live at the end of
April.
There is significant management focus on this area of works.

7.10

People
There remained a resilient workforce. 4 staff currently shielding and 3 with covid
symptoms. There had been a high level of staff capacity throughout the last 11 months.
CBH have been able to get frontline staff worker vaccinated with the thanks to positive
work with Councillors and the Council.
The Annua staff survey will go out at the end of next week for a temperature check

7.11

Comms update from last board meeting
GM advised he would meet with CBC next week to look at opportunities at maximising
opportunities in that area and would bring this back to Board in May
Questions from the Board
TB raised that at the last Board meeting it had been suggested that a Board member
sponsor the Transformation project. DP advised that he had asked Justin King to adopt
this position and that this would be discussed through the Operations and Performance
Committee agenda too.
KS asked if the Board should be aware of any new risks with the Aurora Project?
MA advised that the main issue with Phase 1 was the time pressures faced with year end
and data requests, as the current systems pulled and calculated data differently to the
new system which was causing the interface issues.
MA advised there were contingency plans in place in that data could be pulled manually.
JK referred to the last update where it was noted that staff had worked above and beyond
to implement phase 1 and asked what mitigations were in place this time to ensure this
wasn’t repeated? MA advised that extra resource had been approved by the project
Board so CBH had brough in an extra consultant, and additional days had been
purchased from Northgate so they can support Team.
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i.NOTE the CEO Verbal Update
8
Focus on Frontline
8.1

Nathan Suley provided the Board with an overview of his role within CBH and asked
members if they had any questions.

8.2

LSB advised that she had had many helpful conversations with the ASB team over the
years for helpful signposting with residents and wanted to acknowledge that.

8.3

8.4

LSB asked if CBH reached out to other Housing Association ASB officers to share good
practice? NS advised that CBH did have a really good network when it came to other
housing providers such as Eastlight and NACRO and he would be more than happy to
get these different organisations round a table once a year and would put this in place
JP asked if there was one thing that could make a difference to changing anti-social
behaviour what would that be? NS advised that during lockdown, peoples tolerance levels
had dropped, and he felt that getting to know your neighbour and your community to
understand the pressures there would help people to seek assistance for the community
rather than make a complaint.

8.5

JP noted that following Covid CBH need to encourage social interaction again as people
had become conditioned to distance themselves. NS advised that he was hoping that
events as the Making A difference days could be used to re-educate residents and get
people to come and speak to us CBH.
DP advised that this was something that could be discussed at the residents’ voice panel
about how CBH could help to create communities that were not naturally formed for
different reasons.

8.6

NC asked what NS would want the Board to provide in order to manage the future of
ASB? NS advised that more staff would be an ideal and that in an ideal world he had
work that would keep another 5 ASB officers busy in work. NS asked the Board to note
however how amazing and resilient his team had been through the pandemic and that he
received a lot of councillor support and help when the team asked for it.

8.7

8.8

TB advised that she was interested in early identification and intervention of extreme ASB
cases and asked NS if he have had thought about reviewing a set of serious case studies
where there could have been earlier intervention? NS advised that he was confident that
CBH gave residents every opportunity for intervention in all their cases, but he would be
happy to review some cases for any learning and development.
DP extended his thanks to the ABS Team for their work and for being ambassadors for
the organisation

The Board resolved to:
i.NOTE the Focus on Frontline
9
Resident Voice – Engagement report
9.1

9.2

9.3

PG introduced the report and started by welcoming Nicola Davey to the resident voice of
the Board and advised that she was looking forward to working with LSB as a new
member to the panel.
PG advised the Board that she regularly met with Mark Healey and future actions for
resident engagement were captured in a Resident Voice Action Plan that she would be
happy to share with the Board
PG advised that DP had attended the last residents voice meeting to give insight into
Board.
5
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9.4

advised that CBH should showcase the report in a few months’ time to show what a good
job CBH were doing

9.5

NC advised that historically rural customers were difficult to engage with and what was
being done to review this? PG advised that the team were using mosaic data to see how
CBH could engage with residents and their preferred methods of communications to
capture this audience. KL advised that Village voices were still in existence who were
quality assurance assessors in the more rural areas.

The Board resolved to:
i.NOTE Resident Voice Engagement Report
10.

Housemark presentation

10.1

GMur introduced the presentation (refer to slides in pack) and invited questions from
Members

10.2

The Chair noted that £2.5 million saving was a significant achievement for CBH and was
a further example of why CBH had been successful at achieving the management
agreement extension with CBC for the savings they represented.

10.3

The Chair asked how the recent data compared with last year’s data as he would be
interested to review performance on savings. GMur advised that she did not have this
information to hand at the meeting but would get this information to the Chair.

10.4

The Chair noted that the area that CBH reported lowest in was resident engagement and
asked how this could be improved? GM advised that there were two elements of this
performance area, the first being that CBH were spending more on resident engagement
that other providers, and that CBH needed this to be effective spend. The second part,
which was the performance part, was driven by the results of the STAR survey which
reported how effective CBH were listening to resident feedback. The last STAR survey
which took place 3 years ago did not report as high as CBH would aspire it to be.
GM advised therefore that he would aspire for more residents to report that CBH listened
to what they said and did something about it and would want this to come through in the
satisfaction data.

10.5

GMur advised that a new STAR survey would be going out to residents in the next few
months and included new questions that related to tenant engagement and what they
have in mind in reference to this.

10.6

JP asked if CBH correlated the results of the STAR survey with the Staff survey to see if
they are telling the organisation anything – if they are in line or out of line with one
another. GMur advised that the staff survey did not specifically ask if staff felt they gave
good customer service, but it was certainly a suggestion that could be considered for the
future, as currently the two surveys did not correlate.

10.7

JP suggested that this was a matter that the residents voice panel could consider seeing
why people answered the STAR survey the way that they did.

10.8

DP closed the item by thanking the CBH Team to the Voids performance and significant
achievement realising this.

The Board resolved to:
I. NOTE the Housemark Presentation

6
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KL introduced the report and advised the following highlights
2020-21 had been an extraordinary year and members were to note that despite the
pandemic CBH had achieved a number of outcomes from the plan.
The local response from CBH staff and the local relationships CBH had at the beginning
of the pandemic meant there was a strong community working relationship from the start.
The ‘everybody in’ campaign and rough sleepers saw CBH working with core agencies
such as Community 360 and CBH staff became flexible to support in priority areas, for
example building surveyors managing temporary accommodation and operatives
volunteering to deliver food for the foodbank.
KL advised that the environmental aspects of the plan had also been achieved by happy
accident as the organisation saw a reduction in staff mileage, progress on a paperless
environment and using and recycling things by default.

11.2

Questions from the Board
PG asked how many additional people had come forward for support this year?
KL advised that it had been a new and different co-hort of people that had come forward,
such as single households who when needing to isolate have needed support to get
shopping and health care supplies; and those who were facing unemployment, were out
of work or had been furloughed and needed help with finances.
LSB asked what CBH meant by community and how could CBH strengthen their links
within the community to support vulnerable residents in the future?
KL advised that community meant the areas where CBH managed housing and how CBH
interacted with the wide Colchester borough community and could develop as leaders in
the community. She continued that in the last year CBH had forged strong partnerships
within the community to assist those in need through the pandemic.
KL advised with regards to supporting vulnerable tenants, teams such as the financial
inclusion team worked out of the DWP office, and vice versa, and would share
information to see where they could help to resolve to help issues together.
JK advised that the community report had been an enlightening read as a new board
member and he had noted how staff were going above and beyond to support the values
of CBH. JK asked that the Board passed on their appreciation to staff.
PG referred to the action plan and asked what kind of feedback CBH were receiving from
stakeholders? KL advised that when the next STAR survey went out CBH would also
send out a survey to stakeholders such as agencies across Colchester and would
compare this with the last survey.

The Board resolved to:
i.NOTE the progress of Community Plan
ii. APPROVE the updated action plan
12.

Fire Policy

12.1

The Chair asked members if there were any questions by exception regarding the
approval of the Fire Policy and following the supplementary information that had been
send to the Board ahead of the meeting.
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and other supporting information that may need to be placed into the public domain? And
were they satisfied with the perception from residents around 3-5 years testing?
DB advised that FRA’s in sheltered schemes used to be completed once a year and
these would now be carried out twice a year with improved training for Visiting Officers to
carry out inspections and checks.
DB advised that he would also be recruiting extra resource to the team in March and this
role would carry out fire door inspections in schemes every 6 months.
12.3

JK asked if CBH had any schemes where the fire risk assessments were high risk? DB
advised that all general needs blocks were moderate to low risk but some of the sheltered
schemes had been reported as high risk. DB explained that this was due to contractor
access to the loft spaces not being monitored and a process was now in place for
contractors to report to a named officer who could control access.
DB advised that he also had improved fire training scheduled for March at the CBH extra
care scheme which had been delayed to Covid and not being able to access the scheme.

12.4

KS asked if refresher training every 2 years was enough? DB advised that he felt 2 years
was adequate but if there were changes to legislation or practice then ad hoc training
would be carried out as required.

12.5

The Chair asked that members approve the Fire Policy subject to the amendment
suggested by Executive in the supplementary evidence
i.Fire extinguishers and other fire safety equipment will be maintained to reflect
manufacturer servicing requirements.
For assurance - Regular planned inspection and maintenance is in place for equipment
such as fire alarm systems & emergency lighting, evacuation aids, fire extinguishers, fire
blankets, electrical testing, passenger lifts, stair lifts, sprinkler system, gas appliances,
portable appliance testing etc.

The Board resolved to:
I. APPROVE the Fire Policy subject to the suggest amendment.
13.

CBC/CBH Management Agreement Actions and Timings

13.1

GM introduced the report and advised that this was the output of the management
agreement review, and officers had worked with Geoff Beales to produce a schedule of
actions that needed to be completed, on a priority basis. GM advised that this action plan
was being monitored through quarterly officer meetings, which included the client team
and progress of actions would be brought to future Board meetings

The Board resolved to:
I. NOTE the CBC/CBH Management Agreement Actions and Timings

14.

AOB
No business was raised

Date of Next Meeting – Wednesday 19th May 2021
Via Zoom
8
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Action Tracker

Item

Action

7.11

Communications update to
come back to Board on the 19 th
May following meeting with CBC
Agenda Item for future Resident
Voice Meeting - how CBH could
help to create communities

8.5

10.3

10.6

10.7

The Chair asked how the recent
data compared with last year’s
data as he would be interested
to review performance on
savings. GMur advised that she
did not have this information to
hand at the meeting but would
get this information to the Chair.

JP asked if CBH correlated the
results of the STAR survey with
the Staff survey to see if they
are telling the organisation
anything – if they are in line or
out of line with one another.
GMur advised that the staff
survey did not specifically ask if
staff felt they gave good
customer service, but it was
certainly a suggestion that could
be considered for the future, as
currently the two surveys did not
correlate.
STAR Survey - JP suggested
that this was a matter that the
residents voice panel could
consider seeing why people
answered the STAR survey the
way that they did.

Who

By When

Complete

MA/KL

19.05.2021

Agenda Item
19.05.2021

MH

Next Residents
Voice Meeting
– June

Rolling Action

GM

19.05.2021

Information sent
to Chair 5th May
2021

Exec

Next Staff
Survey 2022

Rolling Action

MH

When STAR
survey results
have been
received

Rolling Action
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Performance Pack Links

Strategic Plan Assurance Report Q4

https://cbhomes-uk.azeusconvene.com/jsp/dm/file_download.jsp?DOC_ID=447049D7C624-4236-9E23-4B9A47C424A3&LATEST=Y&PAGE=1

Medium Term Delivery Plan Q4
https://cbhomes-uk.azeusconvene.com/jsp/dm/file_download.jsp?DOC_ID=C71E34F61CCD-4FC7-B80A-442DBA37476B&LATEST=Y&PAGE=1
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FINANCE AND AUDIT CHAIRS REPORT TO COLCHESTER BOROUGH HOMES BOARD
19th May 2021
Recommendations
The Board is asked to:
NOTE the draft minutes and matters discussed at the Finance and Audit Committee on the 21st April
2021at appendix A

i.

Executive summary
This report separates the work of the Finance and Audit Committee into a stand-alone report. This report
sets out the matters discussed at the recent Finance and Audit Committee and seeks approval of the
Committee’s recommendations on matters requiring Board approval.
Summary and recommendations from the Finance and Audit Committee
1. The committee reviewed and approved new external audit requirements to assist with risk assessment
procedures which include
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accounting Estimates (in accordance with ISA (UK) 540)
Going Concern (in accordance with ISA (UK) 570)
Related Parties (in accordance with ISA (UK) 550)
Fraud risk factors (in accordance with ISA (UK) 240)
Laws and regulation (in accordance with ISA (UK) 250) and
IT controls (in accordance with ISA (UK) 315)

2. The Committee discussed ring fencing funds to secure CBH’s future. These funds would include items
such as the pension contribution increase of £300k for the next 2 years, a Design Construction and
Management Team contingency, funds to improve community engagement (through grants), to
contribute towards increasing customer satisfaction and environmental improvements.
3. TIAA presented the internal audit progress report highlighting three completed audits:
a. Budgetary Control (Substantial Assurance)
b. Key Financial Systems (Reasonable Assurance)
c. Supply Management (Reasonable Assurance)

4. The strategic risk register was presented, and a deep dive took place on risk:
242 - CBC/CBH has no working Housing Management System

Colchester Borough Homes Board Meeting
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The Committee were assured the risk was scored correctly and was being properly managed.
5. The Committee reviewed and discussed the Health and Safety Assurance report and welcomed its
presence at Finance and Audit to be able to undertake in depth conversation on this matter.

Appendices:
•

Appendix A – Minutes of the Finance & Audit Committee Meeting 21st April 2021
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Colchester Borough Homes Limited
Finance and Audit Committee – Wednesday 21st April 2021 – 5.00pm
Teams Meeting
Present:
Fiona Marshall
Chair
Karen Smout
Vice Chair
Paula Goddard
Member
Nigel Chapman
Member
In attendance:
Matthew Armstrong
Cong Gu
Fiona Dodimead
Olufolake Mustafa
Gerardine Murphy
David Barthram
Jo Paget

Director of Business Improvement
Head of Finance
TIAA
TIAA
Head of ICT & Business Intelligence
Health, Safety, Environment & CDM Manager
Governance Business Partner

1.

Welcome and Apologies

1.1

The Chair welcomed everyone to the meeting and no apologies were received.

2.

Declarations of Interest

2.1

No declarations were raised.

3.

Minutes of Previous Meeting and Actions

3.1

The minutes were accepted as being a true and accurate record of the meeting held on
3rd February 2021 and were approved by the Committee.

3.2

The following actions were noted as still needing completion.
5.2 (Feb 2021) 5 Year Business Plan Scenarios – 3 scenario modelling to be brought
back and presented to committee. MA advised the plans would be a rolling action and
modelling would be brought back to a future Committee meeting.
7.2 (Feb 2021) Emerging Risks – MA advised that work was still required to complet this
action and that he would complete by the 30th April and the risk register would be
uploaded to Convene for information.
9.7(Dec 2020) Business Continuity Plan changes to be uploaded to Convene for approval
by Committee members – MA advised that the changes suggested at the December
Committee meeting had been updated and he was reviewing the updated CBC BCP to
ensure plans were consistent. MA requested an extension to the deadline to 30th April.
He advised he would upload the updated plan to Convene for the Committee to review
and approve.
The Committee resolved to:
i.APPROVE the minutes from the meeting on 3rd February 2021
ii.NOTE the rolling actions.
1
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Finance Update (Period 12 accounts)
4.1

CG introduced the report and highlighted the following to the Committee:
The company accounts for 2020/21 were ready to be submitted for audit which would
commence from w/c 19th April. CG advise that the figures presented to members did not
include the following adjustments:
1). IFRS 16 adjustments as such adjustments distort the comparison to budgets
2). Defined benefit pensions schemes.

4.2

CG advised members that the 20/21 unaudited outturns showed a surplus of £792K which
was £511k higher than forecast and this was to due to additional income from CBC and
the Design and Construction Team. CG commented that the organisation had also
demonstrated good cost control throughout the year.

4.3

CG advised members that she had concerns that in the future CBC may ask CBH to use
their reserves instead of contributing funds and that she would like to look at ring fencing
funds to secure CBH’s future. She continued that CBH faced a pension contribution
increase of £300k in the next 2 years and there was uncertainty in future projects from CBC
as the DCM team had high fixed staff costs. Furthermore, CG recommended to ring-fence
funds to improve community engagement (through grants), increase customer satisfaction
and to contribute towards environmental improvements.

4.4

MA advised the committee that the free reserve was up to £1.3 million which was the
highest it had ever been and he would be keen to discuss at the July meeting where this
money could be ringfenced. He also asked the committee to note that although income was
increased, the salary budget was overspent due to recruitment costs for the new CEO and
redundancy payments due to Project 2020.

4.5

FM asked if this decision would be made in discussion with the Council, so as they could
endorse the decision? MA advised that CBH were very transparent with the Council and
they did see all figures, and there was nothing in the management agreement regarding
the reserves amount. MA added that the management fee will be reviewed under the new
agreement so that could be the time to bring up a reserves agreement.

4.6

NC asked what the current status of the DCM team was at this time and whether they
would require subsidy? MA advised that £440K was required for the team to break even
and at this time they were 100K short of that, however they were awaiting confirmation of
the next phase of garage sites which would confirm their fee for next year.
MA advised that he still felt a small amount of reserves was required for this team due to
the uncertainty of the future.

4.7

PG asked if reserves could be used for engagement funding for the White Paper? MA
advised it was for the Board to decide where reserves should be used and recently this
had been used to fund transformation projects and community initiatives.

4.8

The Committee agreed that the finance team were to look at the reserves ringfence and
bring back a report to the next meeting in July.

4.9

External Audit requirements

4.10

CG advised the committee that Scrutton Bland had provided detail on a new audit
requirement which meant that several auditing standards required details to be obtained

2
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this information request pack covers the following areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accounting Estimates (in accordance with ISA (UK) 540)
Going Concern (in accordance with ISA (UK) 570)
Related Parties (in accordance with ISA (UK) 550)
Fraud risk factors (in accordance with ISA (UK) 240)
Laws and regulation (in accordance with ISA (UK) 250) and
IT controls (in accordance with ISA (UK) 315)

CG asked if Members were happy to approve the client pack
The Committee agreed they were happy to approve

The committee resolved to
i.NOTE the Finance Update
ii. APPROVE the External Audit Client Pack regarding the new audit requirement

5.
5.1

Internal Audit
FD introduced the progress report and advised there had been 3 audits finalised since
last meeting and that the recent Housing rents audit would be presented to the committee
in July.

5.2

FD asked that committee to note that the Northgate audit had been pushed back to next
years plan to allow the system to bed in.

5.3

FD advised the committee of the three final audits and welcomed questions from
members. Final audits issued were
i.
ii.
iii.

Budgetary Control
Key Financial Systems
Supply Management

There were no questions regarding Budgetary Control
5.4

Supply Management – FM asked why the contractor meetings minutes and actions was
not an immediate action as this had a date of the 30 th June for completion? MA advised
that he had received an update on this and the Head of Asset Management had
confirmed that this had been implemented as of the 20th April and TIAA would receive
confirmation of that.
KS raised that this audit report stated that there was no risk relating in the risk register
but CBH did have something regarding procurement and this would need to be linked.

5.5

Financial Systems - KS raised that the risk in the Executive summary was not correct
again and this needed to be looked at.

3
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Corporate Governance Audit – FD advised that this carried one minor action to carry out
training to staff on the Business Continuity Plan and this had been extended to the 30th
June.
KS asked whether the policy was on track to be completed for BC by the 30 th April as
when the committee reviewed the policy there were a number of changes to be made. MA
advised that this was on plan and there were some final checks to do against the CBC
policy as they had made changes post Covid. MA advised this would be put on Convene
for members to approve.
5.7

KS advised that where the auditors had tried to map the appropriate risk on this audit to
the CBH risk register she felt this was not correct, and that there was not a risk for the
business continuity which was an action flag to the committee to look at.
MA advised that he would ensure that future reports were scrutinised for the risk
statement and that audit would be provided with the CBH risks at a glance list once this
was completed.

5.8

NC referred to the Gas Servicing /Fire Safety /Electrical Safety /Asbestos Mgment
/Building Compliance audit and the following wording in the management response, “A
robust non-access procedure is being designed and implemented in collaboration with
other key teams within CBH.” NC advised that he had always been assured that CBH had
a robust non access procedure for gas? MA advised that that was correct and this
statement applied to electrical. MA continued that at the moment CBH would have to go
to court to gain access to a property and that officers were looking at a plan to access
properties without going to court by working with housing management and appointing
direct resource to the properties.

The committee resolved to
i.NOTE the Internal Audit Progress Report
ii.APPROVE the Internal Audit Reports
6.

Risk Register

6.1

MA introduced the report and advised the committee that there were currently 7 strategic
risks (3 are green and 4 are amber), 2 of which were at their target score, and there were
currently no red risks.

6.2

MA advised that was some work going on to input the emerging risks that were discussed
at the last meeting, and those identified through the White Paper, and that a Board Risk
Training session was being organised to be run by KS and MA to look at organisational
risk in light of strategic objectives and the Boards appetite.

6.3

FM asked regarding budget control what the sign of process included to ensure that
projects were not missed and there was evidence of internal control.
CG advised that she had introduced budget templates from October last year which
detailed the current years budget against actual spend on a line by line basis and this was
shared with Heads of Service. There was also a recruitment template that Managers had
to complete for approval to ensure in line with budget for staff costs which could only
signed off by DMT.

6.4

Risk Register Deep Dive –

4
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6.5

GM provided an overview of the risk to the Committee and welcomed questions. FM
asked the committee to consider the following to gain assurance:

6.6

The status of any gaps in control or gaps in assurance and the actions in hand to address
them. There are two mitgations which require action, these are
1. Require a contractual discussion with NPS on how changes to the system are
implemented.
2. Agreement on the use of SQL and ability for CBH to develop in the test
environment and view the live environment.
Both actions have a completion date of a completion date of the 31 st July 2021
(completion of Project Aurora and NPS off-site).

6.7

Is the committee satisfied it has received assurance relating to the risk and whether the
report has provided positive, negative, or neutral assurance? – The Committee agreed
they had received positive assurance that the risk owner had full oversight and mitigations
in place and to be actioned were controlled

6.8

Is the risk categorised correctly? If strategic, what delivery plan objective does it risk not
being achieved? This risk is categorised under the VFM & Technology Plan and was
recently reviewed at Board in December

6.9

Note whether the risk is on an increasing, reducing, or static trajectory and confirm with
the risk owner what outcomes would be required for it to achieve its target risk. The
committee agreed that mitigations to be put in place assured a reducing trajectory.

6.10 Confirm as a committee whether it has been adequately sighted on the issues described
in the risk narrative through the report and, if not, whether more frequent or more detailed
reporting is required. The committee agreed they were satisfied, and more frequent
reporting was not required.
6.11 Note whether there is anything arising from the discussion that the committee and the
Board was not previously aware of and which fundamentally changes the risk position as
articulated Anything arising which board needs to know. The Committee agreed that no
exception reporting was required to Board.
6.12 Has the Board risk appetite been applied correctly? The Committee agreed that it had.
PG asked how staff were embracing the new technology? MA advised that there were
staff that we struggling with it, but with training this was helping to bring their IT skills up.
The other side were embracing the change and it was attracting people to the
organisation due to the forward thinking IT with real time information and intuitive
systems.
6.13 FM asked with regards to Cyber Security whether due diligence had been carried out to
ensure that the provider could restore working quickly if an attack were to happen? MA
advised that he could assure the committee that Northgate’s data was stored in the UK
and that they operated two servers in two different locations so did have a back up. GM
added that CBH were also fortunate to have the advice of the CBC technical IT team to
ensure compliance from the provider and to challenge any anonymilies,
The committee resolved to
i.
APPROVE the Strategic Risk Register Review
ii.
NOTE the Risk Register Deep Dive
7.
Health and Safety
7.1

DB introduced the report and asked the committee to note the following:
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cooking and he was working with residents to improve awareness by carrying out site
visits and working with multi disciplinary teams to provide extra support and extra care
where needed.
7.3

7.4

7.5

7.6

7.7

7.8

FM asked what relationship CBH had with Essex Fire Rescue? DB advised that CBH had
a very good relationship with them and they understood tenants needs and regularly
visited resident properties. He continued that they had been in constant contact with them
through the pandemic and had recently shared the reviewed CBH Fire Risk Policy with
them for feedback.
PG asked asbestos in 2 storey blocks related to flats or houses? And whether CBH
produced a list on houses with asbestos? DB advised that this related to flats and he
reviewed houses on a risk basis and the likelihood that someone would disturb it. DB
advised he was giving focus to this area at this time due to a recent incident and was
looking to provide guidance to residents.
KS asked for an update on electrical compliance and whether there were any concerns?
DB reminded the committee that the Councils Electrical Safety and testing policy
(approved 2018) set out guidelines to move to a position where CBH ensure fixed
electrical installations are inspected every 5 years/at change of tenancy, in order to
minimise risk of fire, injury or death (Electrical Safety and Testing Policy ) He advised that
this was not a legal requirement but the policy had been adopted due to best practice.
DB advised that as of the 12th of April 2021, there were 1,147 properties without an EICR
within a 5-year testing period on record, and that the programme continued to work at a
steady pace. The current compliance figure was 81.59%.
MA added to DB’s comments that when CBC moved from 10 year to 5 -year inspections
this meant that 30000 properties overnight went from compliant to non-compliant. He reiterated DB’s comments that this was not a legal requirement but the policy had been
adopted due to best practice.
MA continued that an electrical inspection on average took around 3 hours to complete
and required access to every part of the house and this is where access issues arose. He
advised that those properties the team couldn’t get into due diligence was carried out with
regards to when the property was last inspected, what kind of wiring was in the property
and will highlight those that are risk. Those that were higher risk were targeted.

The committee resolved to
i.NOTE the Health and Safety Report
8.

Governance Update

8.1

Jpag introduced the report and welcomed any questions from Members
There being no questions the Committee resolved to note the report

The committee resolved to
i.NOTE the Governance Update
9.

AOB

9.1

No AOB was raised
End of Meeting
6
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F&A Committee Action List
3rd Feb 2021
Action
9.7 (Dec 2020) Business
Continuity Plan
changes to be
uploaded to
Convene for
approval by
Committee
members
5.2 (Feb 2021) 5
Year Business
Plan Scenarios – 3
scenario modelling
to be brought back
and presented to
committee
7.2 (Feb 2021)
Emerging Risks –
i. KS suggested
that an index of
risks was made
available to the
committee for
quick reference

Who
MA

By When
30.04.2021

MA and CG

By September
2021

Rolling action

MA

April 2021

Actions not yet updated. Will be
completed by 30th April and risk
register uploaded to Convene for
information.

4.8 (April 2021)
The Committee
agreed that the
finance team were
to look at the
reserves ringfence
and bring back a
report to the next
meeting in July.

CG

July 2021

5.4/5.5/5.7 (April
2021) Executive

MA/JP

July 2021

Changes updated from December
Committee meeting. Reviewing
updated CBC BCP to ensure plans
are consistent. Request extension
to deadline to 30th April.

ii. emerging risks
could be grouped
together
iii. Tenant
Vulnerability to be
added to
mitigations of risk
231
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7.4 (April 2021)
Guidance notes on
Asbestos to be
written for
residents in
houses
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July 2021
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COLCHESTER BOROUGH HOMES
Finance and Audit Committee
21st April 2021 – Via Teams

Report Title

0007 Health and Safety Compliance Report

Author

David Barthram – H&S, Environmental & CDM Manager
David.Barthram@cbhomes.org.uk
(01206) 282433

Report Objective:
Matters to
note/Exception
Highlights

To inform the committee of the status of activities relating to all aspects of Health
and Safety Compliance.
As at the 12th May the outstanding EICR’s now stand at 731, showing the quick
progress being made from the 1,147 shown on the report which is dated the 12 th
April. Of the 731 outstanding properties, 134 were last checked over 10 years ago
and are being prioritised, the rest were checked between 5 and 10 years. There is
also 250 (of the 731) which we have been unable to gain access for various
reasons and are being tackled through a specific project with multi-agency
support. The contractor is currently completing 110 electrical checks per month.
Tenant involvement and empowerment☐
Home☒

Link to Consumer
Standard objective

Tenancy☐
Neighbourhood and community☐

Sensitivity

Commercial
Confidential
Open

Action
✓

Assurance
Noting
Approval

✓
✓

Recommendations
The Committee is asked to:
I.NOTE the Health and Safety Report
Executive summary
The purpose of this report is to inform the Board of the status of activities relating to Health and
safety compliance.
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1. Compliance Assurance
1

Sheltered Schemes - CBH have 19 sheltered schemes, compliance data for each location varies as
not all sites/communal areas have the same services installed. Some schemes are dispersed, and the
compliance is picked up under the general needs service programs.

Sheltered Schemes
Type of
Number
Service/inspection/assessment of
properties
that
require
the
detailed
service
Gas
12
Legionella – Water risk
19
assessments
Electrical – EICR is an
19
Electrical Installation Condition
Report.
Lifting Operations and Lifting
15
Equipment Regulations
(LOLER) 1998 (Passenger lifts
and lifting equipment)
Fire alarm & emergency
19
lighting
Asbestos
19
PAT (Portable Appliance
Testing)

19

How many properties have been
assessed?
Compliant

12
19
19

15

19
19
19

2
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1.2 General Needs Blocks/Housing - Data detailed below covers over 6000 properties, however
compliance data for each property/building will differ due to what CBH must legally service within a
domestic dwelling, and what services are connected or installed at each location.

General Needs
Blocks/Housing

*Note: Total includes
communal areas and
sites where more
than one test is
required

Type of
Service/inspection/asse
ssment

Number of
services/tests/inspe
ctions required

How many properties
have been
serviced/inspected/as
sessed

Partially
compliant –
service/inspe
ction not
overdue but
outstanding

Overdue
visits
Noncompliant –
service/inspe
ction
overdue

Gas
Legionella – Water risk
assessments completed
for 3 story blocks with
water storage tanks.
Electrical – EICR
5-year compliance

5200

5200

0

0

59

59

0

0

*6,726

5,175

0

1,147

Hard-wired unit
*6,917
servicing (annually with
gas servicing)
Fire safety inspections –
communal area
inspections completed
by community
caretakers every 12
175
months
Blocks –
467

5,200

1,717

0

Smoke detectors

175

0

467

0

Stairwells -

3
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Asbestos
surveys/inspections
2-Story blocks

365

360

5

0

3-Story blocks

136

135

5

0

Maisonette

302

302

0

0

Electrical Installation Conditioning report (EICR)
The Councils Electrical Safety and testing policy (approved 2018) sets out guidelines to move to a position
where we ensure fixed electrical installations are inspected every 5 years/at change of tenancy, in order to
minimise risk of fire, injury or death (Electrical Safety and Testing Policy )

As of the 12th of April 2021, there were 1,147 properties without an EICR within a 5-year testing period on
record. The program continues to work at a steady pace, current figures detail we are at 81.59%.
1.3 Fire Risk Assessment (FRA) – Sheltered Schemes
Fire Risk
Assessments

Number
How many properties have
of
been
properties serviced/assessed/reviewed

General
needs blocks

433

433

Fire risk
assessment

19

19

Fire Risk Assessment Reviews 2021
Sheltered Scheme

Fire risk assessment - completed

Fire risk assessment review - 2020

Grymes Dyke Court

27/2/2020

25/02/2021

Walnut Tree House

10/3/2020

04/03/2021

Mary Frank House

08/7/2020

09/03/2021

Currently all sheltered schemes and general needs blocks that require a Fire Risk Assessment
have an in-date assessment or review in place, 3 sheltered scheme fire risk assessment reviews
have been completed in 2021.

4
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Date of
Incident

Type of
Incident

Incident Details

06/04/2021

Incident

General needs flat block – Fire incident in a ground floor bin storeroom
that Essex county fire & rescue had to attend, cause of fire detailed as
accidental on fire crew report, this is due to no evidence to determine if
the fire was deliberate or accidental.

03/03/2021

Near Miss

27/02/2021

Near Miss

26/02/2021

Incident

28/01/2021

Incident

The communal block areas suffered smoke damage; however, the main
damage occurred to bin storeroom which caused a power cut to
communal lighting. CBH electrical operatives ensured the lighting issue
was addressed on the day of the fire. Nobody injured.
Near miss fire in tenant's flat kitchen - Food burned in saucepan on
electric hob & set off smoke detectors due to being left unattended. Fire
service attended. Nobody injured/no property damaged
Near miss fire in tenant’s kitchen due to food being cooked in microwave
oven for a substantial amount of time, smoke detectors activated fire
alarm. Nobody injured/no property damage.
Tenant (Suffering MH issues) is lighting fires on the bottom of their oven
with twigs to cook food. Fire service, ambulance attended, and Mental
Health team now involved.
Small fire incident at tenant’s property caused by electric fan heater,
which was switched on, placed on books and clothing, falling over
igniting other combustible items.
Essex County Fire & Rescue.
Fire was out when crew arrived no firefighting action was needed,
checked to make sure all was safe, cause of fire was determined as
accidental.

2. Accidents, Incidents and Near Misses Overview

5
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COLCHESTER BOROUGH HOMES BOARD
Wednesday 19th May 2021

Report Title

0003v Code of Governance Compliance Review

Author

Jo Paget – Governance Business Partner
Jo.paget@cbhomes.org.uk

Report Objective:

To ask the Board to note CBH current compliance status with the NHF Code of
Governance and to assure members that an action plan is in place for completion
by February 2022

Matters to
note/Exception
Highlights
Tenant involvement and empowerment☒
Home☒
Link to Consumer
Standard objective

Tenancy☒
Neighbourhood and community☒

Sensitivity

Commercial
Confidential
Open

✓
✓

Action

Assurance
Noting
Approval

✓
✓

Recommendations
The Board is asked to:
i.NOTE the gap analysis conducted which can be found in the Convene Library for reference

Executive summary
At the Board Meeting in February 2021 Members were asked to approve the CBH Code of Governance
Policy and note the action plan for delivery on the NHF Code of Governance
Appendix A of this report informs Members of the gap analysis which highlights areas of compliance
that CBH need to action by 2022 in order to satisfy the code and in readiness for publication.
The Compliance Checklist has been reviewed by DMT and Governance and the Executive are assured
Upon review that CBH are well positioned against the criteria. A further update will be
provided to the Board in September 2021.
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4. Ops and Performance Chairs Report
including People Plan and staff survey
results
For Approval
Presented by Tina Bourne
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OPERATIONS AND PERFORMANCE CHAIRS REPORT TO COLCHESTER BOROUGH HOMES
BOARD 19TH MAY 2021
Recommendations
The Board is asked to:
i.
ii.
iii.

NOTE the draft minutes and matters discussed at the Operations and Performance
Committee on the 5th May at appendix A
NOTE the Committees approval of the Terms of reference
APPROVE the Committee’s recommendation of the People Plan KPI’s

Executive summary
This report separates the work of the Operations and Performance Committee into a stand-alone
report. This report sets out the matters discussed at the recent Operations and Performance
Committee and seeks approval of the Committee’s recommendations on matters requiring Board
approval.
1. Summary and recommendations from the Operations and Performance Committee
I.
II.

The Committee reviewed the terms of reference and approved this document
The Committee received presentations on:
a.
b.
c.
d.

III.
IV.

Dashboard Review of Medium Term Delivery Plan and Strategic Plan
Medium Term Delivery Plan Focus - Capital Management Programme
Complaints
Homelessness Duty

Reviewed the (Strategic Plan) People Plan
Approved for recommendation to the Board the KPI’s for 2021/22

2. Work plan of future items / review of the agenda
Committee members welcomed the return of the Operational and Performance Committee into
the Governance structure and agreed this aided a more forensic review of operations and
learning.
It was suggested that a future topic for spotlight reports would include the review of Empty
property re let (Void) performance
Actions to come out of the meeting included a quarterly newsletter to Councillors to inform them
of the current housing situation for Colchester and the impact of future challenges following the
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pandemic, as well as a column in the Colchester Gazette to assure the public and manage
expectations.

Appendices:
•

Appendix A – Minutes of the Operations and Performance Committee May 2021
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Colchester Borough Homes Limited
Operations and Performance Committee – Wednesday 5th May – 5.00pm
Teams Meeting
Present:
Tina Bourne
Chair
Nigel Chapman
Member
Justin King
Member
In attendance:
Karen Loweman
Matthew Armstrong
Syed Rizvi
Tracey Bruschett
Gerardine Murphy
Mark Wicks
Angelique Ryan
Jo Paget
Geoff Beales

Director of Operations
Director of Business Improvement
Accommodation & Solutions Manager
Head of Housing Options
Head of ICT and Business Intelligence
Head of Assets
Head of HR and Governance
Governance Business Partner
Client Services Manager - CBC

Apologies: Lorna Preece
1.

Welcome and Apologies

1.1

The Chair welcomed everyone to the meeting and apologies were received from Lorna
Preece due to work commitments. It was noted this was the first meeting of the
Operations and Performance Committee as part of the new Governance structure agreed
by Board in February 2021.

2.

Declarations of Interest

2.1

No declarations were raised

3.

Terms of Reference

3.1

The Terms of reference was reviewed by members and two suggestions were made
1.3 – Medium Term Delivery Plan and Strategic Plan to be added to the responsibilities of
the Committee
2.1 to read 4 non-executive members of the Board

The Committee resolved to:
i.APPROVE the Terms of Reference subject to the minor amendments mentioned
4.

Spotlight Report: Homelessness Duty

4.1

SR provided a presentation to members on what is Homelessness and asked Members if
they had any questions
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could the Board do to support this?
SR advised that the biggest challenge would be post pandemic financial problems and
the national prediction was that there would be half a million more homelessness
applications in the next year. SR added that there was a shortage of accommodation in
Colchester and the numbers of homelessness cases had not come despite the ban on
evictions through the pandemic. He advised that if evictions had been allowed this would
have mean another 600-700 cases that the team would have had to have dealt with on
top of the 1500 homelessness applications they had dealt with.
SR advised that the biggest challenge was finding the right kind of accommodation,
engaging with the private sector to see how CBH could source different types of
accommodation and working with people to prevent homelessness.
4.3

NC asked how much the Garrison provided in terms of numbers of homelessness? And
how many appeal cases had gone to County Court and had been successful for finding
against CBH?
SR advised that the Garrison did not provide an issue in Colchester and there had been
one case that he could think of in his 4 years with CBH. In terms of County Court, SR
advised that CBH had not had any cases that had gone to County Court in the last 4
years.

4.4

GB asked with regards to Hong Kong arrivals and asked for clarity on numbers that the
UK could be expecting? SR advised on recent report in Guardian and Home Office media
https://homeofficemedia.blog.gov.uk/2021/01/29/media-factsheet-hong-kong-bnos/
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/national-welcome-for-hong-kong-arrivals

4.5

GB asked how big the impact would be once furlough was withdrawn? SR referred to
Shelter research and which anticipates increased homelessness applications nationally
with furlough ending and loss of employment. GB advised that thought would need to be
given to demand and supply of housing over the next year with the increase in
applications following the pandemic and information to Councillors needed to be supplied
so they understood what was coming and what would be needed.
https://england.shelter.org.uk/professional_resources/policy_and_research/policy_library/shelter_s
ubmission_hclg_select_committee_inquiry_into_the_impact_of_covid19_on_homelessness_and_the_private_rented_sector
TB advised a quarterly update should be re-instated to provide the facts to Councillors
and suggested a regular column in the Gazette would help to manage the expectations of
residents.

4.6

TB thanked the housing team for their sterling work over the last year and asked how the
team were for staffing due the specialist requirements of the role? SR advised that they
were recruiting new team members, however, were struggling to recruit experienced staff
due to the remuneration offered as neighbouring authorities were offering higher salaries
for similar roles.
SR advised he would provide the links to both the Hong Kong arrivals and Shelter
information to the Committee members.

The committee resolved to
i.NOTE the Spotlight Report on Homelessness Duty
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GM provided a presentation to Members on the MTDP exception report and asked
Members if they had any questions.
JK advised that when looking at the performance of voids he wanted to know if there was
anything more that could be done to improve performance, especially when linking to the
supply and demand of properties, which had been highlighted in the earlier agenda item.
KL suggested that this area could come back to the Committee as a future spotlight
report, but in the short that voids would always remain a balance for CBH between quality
of the property Vs time. KL continued that CBH did a considerable amount of internal
decoration in properties before they were re-let and the satisfaction with lets was high, but
this could be reviewed. She continued that 50% of void works was carried out by a
contractor but with the number of properties dropping a feasibility study was to be
conducted to look at the efficiency of this moving forward.
It was agreed that this would come back to the Committee as a Spotlight

5.3

GM presented the Strategic Dashboard to the Committee and asked if there were any
questions. There being no questions the members agreed to note the report

The committee resolved to
i.NOTE the Dashboard Review of MTDP and Strategic Plan
6.
6.1

Medium Term Delivery Plan Focus - Capital Management Programme
MW introduced the report and highlighted the following;
The KPI set for 20/21 was 96% completion of capital elements, however, by the end of
March 2021 the team’s performance closed at 82.5%. The service recovery proved to
be challenging, however, the team managed to complete a total of 1,232 elements, which
represents a significant achievement given the circumstances.
Some of the key successes achieved were:
➢ Chimneys/wall finish target exceeded by 31%.
➢ Level access showers exceeded by 17%.
➢ Heating exceeded by 33%.
➢ Kitchens exceeded by 43% (action taken to reduce peak on required spend
between 2023 & 2025).
➢ Roof insulation exceeded by 500% and Wall insulation
exceeded by 357% (focus on improving thermal efficiency).
Areas where individual targets were not achieved were:
➢ Roofing works were not recovered, largely due to difficulties with
procurement. Newly procured contracts to start within the first quarter of
21/22.
➢ S20 stage 1, and survey results on windows resulted in a very low number
of properties which could be grouped together into a contract - now being
addressed through the 2021/22 capital programme.
➢ Bathroom contractor experienced difficulties remobilising
following initial lockdown. Position largely recovered with 86.2% of

3
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throughout 2021/22.
6.2

6.3

MW advised that the difficulties experienced had the inevitable impact of an underspend
against the budget and CBH had requested a carryover of unspent funds to 2021/22
which has been approved by CBC. The reallocation of these funds was to be agreed with
CBC during Q1 of 21/22.
Questions from Members
TB advised that she had questions regarding the 2-5 year recovery plan and how did CBH
intend to make current tenants feel proud of the home that they were living in versus the
new builds that were happening?
MW advised that he would prioritise those that were flagged up as non-decent due to their
age and was also in the process of mobilising supplementary projects which were aimed
at increasing energy efficiencies of properties, such as replacement heating which was at
the top of list of what residents wanted.
JK made reference to net Carbon Zero targets and what property and EPC data CBH held
now to know what was required to hit these targets? MW advised that CBH held the bulk
of EPC data for their stock however due to these being a ‘blunt’ tool the Council had
commissioned a piece of software called Portfolio as part of its asset management
strategy review. The raw data from the EPCs would be entered into this system and it
would create a baseline to work from.
JK commented that it may be a worthwhile exercise to overlay the results from those
tenants who were in rent arrears against the energy efficiency data to see if there was any
correlation. MA advised that the Financial Inclusion Team did carry out this exercise with
their clients to see what could be done to assist with this area.
MW advised that CBH generally had a high performing stock compared to other local
authorities.
TB asked what was the current status for stock disposal programme and had all
applicable stock been managed? MW advised that there were still a few properties
identified and when these tenancies came to an they would be considered for disposal.
MA advised there were challenges ahead for CBH to decide where to prioritise their
monies with projects such as new build, carbon zero, building safety and general estate
works and this would need to be identified through the new strategic plan.

The committee resolved to
i. NOTE the Medium Term Delivery Plan Focus - Capital Management Programme
7.

Complaints

7.1

GM introduced the complaints presentation which included an overview of the year
2020/21 and asked Members for questions

7.2

Is there anything proactive we could do to identify properties that have complained about
damp and revisit these for lessons learnt? KL advised that CBH had recently embarked
on a piece of joint work with Maljon (damp specialists) to identify not just the problem but
how to deal with it and has also brought back in house the stock condition surveys so that
all properties were inspected on a regular cycle to identify and rectify issues. KL advised
that this proactive approach rather than reactive approach had assisted in reducing
complaints as tenants were assured that CBH would go out and visit if there were
problems, rather than let it become a complaint.
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i.NOTE the Complaints Presentation
8.

People Plan

8.1

AR presented the report which included the People Plan and Staff Survey.

8.2

AR highlighted progress against the People Plan action plan which included;
-

-

-

8.3

New bespoke system of Performance Management (My Contribution) replaced
annual appraisals and 1-1’s,
A focus on staff wellbeing initiatives, regular wellbeing surveys, revised Wellbeing
Policy was in place and CBH achieved the Working Well Level 3 Award through
Provide,
A new and improved Employee Assistance Programme had been launched to all
staff. This included access to face to face/ remote counselling sessions for staff
and their family and access to a raft of wellbeing support via the app,
Service Reviews completed for Housing Management, Housing Options, Asset
Management, Finance and Part 1 of ICT/ Business Intelligence teams. Staff and
Unison fully consulted and structures now in place,
Moved to staff training delivered via Teams, Zoom or our online learning platform,
Moved to online recruitment and induction of new staff,
Sponsorship of four apprenticeships within CBH,
Launch of the Leadership Commitment

Staff Survey
73% of staff completed the survey and headlines of the report were;
The average score was 7.5 out of 10, which had increased from 7.1 in 2020 and is
especially significant considering the ongoing pandemic.
Scores varied between departments, from an overall average score of 6.7 to 8.9 out of 10.
(2020’s results ranged from 5.9 to 9 out of 10). The results for 92% of the statements
staff scored against have shown an increased overall score when compared to the last
survey results in 2020, suggesting that overall staff engagement and satisfaction has
increased.

8.4

People Plan KPI’s
AR recommended to the committee that CBH kept the targets for the three main
indicators which are tracked through regular staff surveys the same as the targets for
2020/21
JK asked what steps were being taken to recognise the feedback from staff regarding
salaries? AR advised that there had been market supplements applied to roles in the
past, such as when recruiting to the Design and Construction Management (DCM) team,
and that she was currently conducting a benchmarking exercise on front facing roles such
as operatives and the Housing Options team for comparison and discussion.
AR advised the committee that the latest staff survey data was taken to the staff equality
meeting and analysis in the future would be conducted on age, gender and protected
characteristics.

The committee resolved to
i.NOTE the People Plan Review
i.APPROVE the People Plan KPI’s

5
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No AOB was raised

End of Meeting

O&P Committee Action List
5th May 2021
Action
4.5 Cllr Quarterly Newsletter
on homelessness to be
produced as well as a colum
in the Colchester Gazette

Who
KL

By When

6

5. Interim CEO Verbal Update –
Operational highlights and spotlight on
national landscape
To Note

6. Focus on Frontline - Community
Housing Officer – Karen Green
For Discussion
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FOCUS ON CBH FRONTLINE –
Karen Green - Community Housing Officer

1. Tell us about your job
I am one of 8 housing officers responsible for a ‘patch’ which is currently St Annes, St Johns,
Highwoods and Mile End. The patches are as equally split as they can be (based on councillor wards)
and I am responsible for the housing management of around 725 tenancies. Our way of working has
of course changed significantly over the last 14 months as we have been predominantly working from
home instead of on our estates and in our resident’s homes.
I am responsible for managing tenancies which includes issues such as:
-

mutual exchanges, when tenants effectively ‘swap’ homes with other CBH tenants or tenants of
other councils/housing associations
successions, when a tenant dies leaving a spouse or civil partner or in some cases another family
member who may or may not have rights to succeed to that tenancy
assignments, when a tenant effectively passes their tenancy to either a joint tenant or family
member
abandonments, where tenants have left their property without legally terminating the tenancy
subletting
non-access to homes for essential works
helping tenants comply with their conditions of tenancy

I am also responsible for rent collection and the arrears process for all my tenants. We work on the
principle of prevention and so it is very important to identify potential issues early so that we can talk
to our tenants to establish reasons for non-payment of rent. It is also important to build trust so that
they are honest and open about their difficulties which can range from unemployment, ill health or other
issues such as addiction and mental health. It is important to have empathy and a knowledge of support
services available within CBH and the wider community. Usually, when a tenant engages with us, we
can help them to resolve the issues and refer to more specialist support services if necessary.
Occasionally, when all else has failed we reluctantly have to proceed to legal action but as you are
probably aware this is a last resort.
As a Community Housing Officer, it is important to know the communities in which we work and we do
this by being present on our estates and organising tours of estates where we invite local councillors
and residents to attend and chat about any local issues which we try to resolve if we can. With the
support of local residents I also identify estate improvements, landscaping schemes and health and
safety security issues
Housing officers also organise a ‘Make a Difference Day’ each year where we focus on a particular
area and invite colleagues and interested parties to come along and do things to improve the area like
litter-picking, sweeping and generally improving the look of the area. We usually set up a gazebo and
offer light refreshments. This gives us the opportunity to get to know our residents. We often provide a
skip so that residents can dispose of items and these days have proved to be a great success. When
I covered Greenstead, my colleague and I organised a ‘fun day’ on Magnolia Fields with over 400
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residents attending. We had music and demonstrations by local clubs, face painting, a stilt walker and
juggler & Essex Fire and Rescue came along with a fire engine. We also provided a free barbecue for
our residents. This was a great way to gain the trust and respect of the local community at a time when
the estate was suffering with some very high level ASB.
We also deal with lower level ASB like conditions of homes/gardens, rubbish & refuse issues, control
of pets and dog fouling, parking and vehicles, boundary issues and running a business from home.

2. How did you get into this role?
I joined CBH in January 2010 following the completion of a degree in Sociology and Criminology as a
mature student. My employment history was predominantly in banking and running a small business,
so I have always felt comfortable working with numbers as well as people. Joining the organisation as
a rent income officer was the perfect role for me. Some years after I joined the rent officer & housing
officer roles were combined and I had to learn about tenancy management rather quickly.

3. What is the best part of your job?
The variety! No two days are ever the same, I never get bored and I meet some charming and
interesting people.
Also feeling that I sometimes actually make a real difference to people’s lives. A while back we had
reason to force entry into a property where we had lost all contact with the tenant. The rent arrears
were escalating and we were concerned that he had actually abandoned the property. I was unable to
attend on this particular day and my manager went in my place. The door was open and a note left on
by the tenant authorising entry. Sadly, the tenant had attempted to take his life. An ambulance was
called and thankfully the tenant was revived. He had lost his job and was too proud to ask for help and
his mental health had declined so much that he had been a recluse for months living on fast food with
the debris strewn all over the flat. It was literally knee deep. I kept in touch with the tenant during his
recovery in hospital and with the help of the Financial Inclusion Officer we were able to obtain a
Discretionary Housing Payment to clear his arrears and stop court action and get benefits in place.
The tenant had no support network so with his permission and that of my manager I got together a
team of four of my colleagues and we cleared the property of rubbish and recycling, around 50 black
sacks. Sometime later we received an e-mail from the tenant thanking all involved and with these lovely
words:
Hi, just wanted to share some photos to show the progress I have made with the flat, not perfect yet,
but I’m getting there. I hope you might be able to share the photos with everyone who helped clear the
rubbish to show what you all did made it possible to move forward and get myself motivated to get it
looking nice. I’ve done everything myself and I’m quite proud of it. Health wise, I am doing as I’m told
and have regular contact with my care coordinator, I guess I’m a ‘work in progress’. Again, I want to
express my thanks to everyone for clearing the rubbish and show that I’m making sure I show that
gratitude by keeping a tidy and comfortable home
I work with a fabulous team in tenancy management. We really do help and support each other which
has been particularly important while we have been working from home.
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4. What is the worst part?
Not having enough time to engage with all our residents as we have to focus on those who breach
their tenancy conditions.
Also, it currently quite challenging understanding how to use our new housing management system
NPS. It is very different to our old system and has brought a number of teething issues which means
processes have been taking longer to action. It is still early days for us but I am hopeful that in time it
will enable us to do our jobs more efficiently and enable us to deliver a better service for our customers.

5. What would you change about your role?
Not much really, more time to spend having a presence on our estates would be beneficial, post
restrictions of lockdown of course. Having a smaller round size, so I could deliver a more personal and
proactive housing management service.

6. If you could be CEO of CBH for the day, what would you do?
Mandatory job shadowing to improve the knowledge, understanding and communication between
different service areas to promote collaboration. We are all so focussed on our individual roles that we
sometimes fail to appreciate the challenges of others. CBH do encourage job shadowing but this is
voluntary and everyone is so busy it is often difficult to fit this in with our workloads.
Encourage open feedback. During lockdown the CEO and directors have delivered a live broadcast
via Teams during which they have given staff the opportunity to ask questions (anonymously if
preferred). I would continue this post lockdown particularly as we appear to be moving to more flexible
working.
Every 2 years CBH undertake a survey of residents to measure satisfaction with our service, the
Housemark STAR survey. Alongside this I would introduce an internal survey of staff to measure their
perception of customer satisfaction within different service areas. It would be interesting to see how
the results compare.

7. Tell us something about yourself that no one else would know.
My colleagues know this but most of the Board will not.
I have been a volunteer director of Colchester Credit Union for almost 10 years,
currently Chair and I never pass an opportunity to promote CCU as an ethical
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alternative to the savings and loans offered elsewhere.
I got involved when CBH asked me to attend Board meetings following an agreement
to support the Credit Union. I saw its value to the local community and signed up as
a fully-fledged director.
It has been a challenge as it is run almost entirely on a handful of volunteers, just one
paid member of staff who works just 8 hours a week and the financial scrutiny is the
same as large financial institutions but we have soldiered on where other small credit
unions have failed and I am very proud of this.
I have been responsible for persuading the Board of the value of social media and
recently redesigned the outdated forms and brochure.
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7. Governance and Remuneration
Committee Verbal Update
To Approve
Presented by Karen Smout

8. Resident Voice –
Engagement Report
Sheltered Housing Covid reflection
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Recommendations – The Board are asked to:
NOTE the Customer Engagement update
NOTE the Engagement Plan Review 2020/21 at Appendix A
Virtual Meetings
Resident Voice Panel

•
•
•
•
•

The Panel met in February and April and;
Introduced the Resident Voice Action Plan and findings of the Resident
Voice Equality Profile Audit.
Invited guest, Dirk Paterson provided a Board update.
Reviewed the CBH Community Fund awards to Neighbourhood
Services and Life Skills (Christian Against Poverty).
Reviewed CBH Repairs and Housing Management service areas.
Reviewed Beacon House Tenancy sustainment project.

“Most Housing Officers are great; others are quite patronising. Jigna has been brilliant. As a tenant it
is so hard to cut back as we cannot cut back anymore. This is where some Housing officers do not
show empathy or compassion.”
Housing Managers have provided reassurance, that engagement with residents is an important part
of the Community Housing Officer role. The CHO’s are receiving regular training to help them to
negotiate and support our tenants who are in financial difficulty. We want our residents to live without
the worry of debt and rent arrears, and this does require good engagement from all parties.

Task and Finish Group – Building Safety Bill

A group of our involved customers shared views and thoughts at a recent Task & Finish group
focussing on the Building Safety Bill. This session was coordinated by Kirk Braker and David
Barthram.
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The residents were from different building types and we asked for their views on what we could do to
make them feel safer in their homes.
We asked four questions:
1. Information and Understanding - Where do you go to find information about home safety?
2. Landlord and Residents Responsibilities - How would you like to see the development of our
website?
3. New tenancy – What information did you receive when signing up to your new home?
4. Action to take in the event of a fire - Why would you trust this information?

“Notice boards are an effective tool within sheltered schemes but need to be regularly updated.”
We have agreed to use the notice board in the general blocks to communicate fire and building
safety messages.
“We would not normally look to use CBH’s website, especially in an emergency and are not really
clear what the resident’s responsibilities are and where to find this information.”

We are in progress of developing our online offering to residents to make the site clearer and more
concise, less wordy and more video to support fire and building safety.
“There are concerns when residents move into new homes, that they are bombarded with information
and the stress of the pending move.”
We have agreed to look at the suggestion of creating a three-page laminated information package for
new tenants which can be kept in a draw for an emergency.
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Training and Communications
TPAS Accreditation process planned to start October 2021. Tenants Inspector
training to be delivered 14th & 15th July, Board member training 8th
September. Two involved customers attending the TPAS Virtual event April.
Seventy Lenovo Tablets are being distributed throughout April to assist our
Involved Customers and to encourage more vulnerable Tenants to use online
services. Training and further support is being provided by the CBC Digital
Access team.
SQAA & QAA Newsletter-We plan to produce a quarterly newsletter targeting our QAAs and SQAAs.
The Spring edition is now being distributed.
E-Newsletter survey-CBH have been trying different ways to keep our customers up to date with the
latest information. E Newsletter are emailed to CBH Customers and we recently surveyed “readers”
what they enjoyed and did not enjoy in terms of its content. It seems the content we are providing is
well received and we now know what topics are of most interest.

General Updates
Colchester Refugee Action Group-The CBH Community Fund awarded the Colchester Refugee
Action Group £1000. These monies will assist the foodbank programme and purchasing of white
goods.
Community Fund – Round one has opened with the closing date of May 14 th. We are using a new
approach with Facebook and this seems to be paying dividends as we have received higher number
of applications.
Two CBH Involved Customer participated in the TPAS virtual event.
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Marketing and Engagement
Housing News & Views- We recently sought feedback from our customers to help us make sure the
content is of real benefit. We were grateful for the detailed feedback and all the suggestions are
being followed up.
“I read and enjoyed the news and views but was surprised that there are no awards for children's
gardening achievements in the gardening awards, surely it would be worthwhile to encourage their
interest in nature and their environment and I am sure it is something that would be enjoyed by our
readers. Just a thought.”
The spring edition of Housing News and Views is expected to reach door mats in April.

To provide reassurance to our Customers and Board, The Marketing Reassurance Group have
initiated the following…
1. A monthly summary of all engagement activity is now shared with Paula Goddard & CBH
Comm’s Officer, so they are both more fluent and aware. Paula can have greater confidence
when in conversation with Resident Voice and Board members. Ashley can consider all
activity for additional social media coverage.
2. The Resident Voice has a fixed agenda item to review specific CBH service areas. This
element has now been refreshed, with a new structure with a Resident Board Member leading
this session. This will be trialled in the April Resident Voice meet and it is hoped this feedback
will be of greater value as we look to continually improve service areas.
3. A Yr1 annual summary has been produced, to review all progress against the CBH
Engagement Plan 20-23. The primary audience will be CBH Board members and Paula has
agreed to highlight at the next Board meeting.
4. A flyer has been produced for all front-line staff, the quick reference guide explains when an
Engagement Impact Assessment form needs submitting and the various opportunities for our
Tenants and Leaseholders to become more involved. A Power App is currently being
designed and will be introduce all service areas in due course.
5. Paula is now responding to CBH Facebook queries, although traffic is small.

Engagement
PLAN
Review of year one 2020/21
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Introduction

The Tenant Participation Advisory Service (TPAS) were asked to
co-design our Engagement Plan 2020-2023 which was approved by
the Board in February 2020.
This review provides highlights of the progress made against the
plan’s targets. Covid-19 has impacted the delivery of the plan which
required timescales to be reviewed. The pandemic also created
opportunities to try new methods for customer engagement.
Our Engagement Plan seeks to ensure that we continue to place
residents at the heart of our business, with three main themes
informing the plan being Insight, Influence, and Impact.

Insight

Insight requires us to work with
residents to improve customer
satisfaction in our services by
and listening to their customer
experience. We have introduced
more online methods of feedback
so we can better understand the
needs of our customers.

Our Resident Panel meetings were
postponed until June when we
delivered the first Zoom session.

Over 10,000 calls
were made to the
most vulnerable
customers during
lockdown.

We were able to increase the frequency
of meetings when we began the recovery
phase. The Panel was able to review seven
service areas and played a key part in
CBC/CBH management review.

The Resident Panel has now been rebranded

as The Resident Voice, with the refresh
hopefully appealing to a wider audience.
CBH
RESIDENT
There is also a fixed agenda item
VOICE
where Voice members will focus on a
specific CBH service area. This new
approach was delivered at the February meet
and we are looking to further refine for the April meet.
VO I C E YO U R V I E W S

Task and Finish groups
have reviewed Complaints
& Compensation policies,
as well as a new ASB
publication and a planned
rent arrears letter for 2021.
Apps Live Transcribe

(for customers with hearing
impairments and/or Intellectual
impairment) and Google
Translate have been shared with
CBH front-line workers.
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TPAS

will deliver Tenant Inspector
training in July so tenants are
confident in the role of scrutiny and
providing us with recommendations
for service improvements.

A flyer

has been created for all CBH
front-line staff which explains the reasoning
and process behind the Engagement Impact
Assessments. This was introduced to
CMT members in February, a Power
App version is now being designed in
readiness for roll out to all front-line staff.

Housing News & Views

has a dedicated section highlighting
some recent complaints and
compliments, which
demonstrates customer
feedback overview.
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Influence

We have actively worked on improving access for customers to influence our services and to create more
opportunities for the Resident Panel to review and scrutinise services. We are committed to ensuring our
involved customers feel they have the necessary skills to influence services, and to having our approach to
engagement externally accredited.
We are planning to provide all involved
customers with a device (along with
data) to enable them to carry out
activities and incentivize more
involvement across the wider CBH
Customer audience. Seventy Lenovo
Tablets have been purchased, we are
working in partnership with CBC Digital
Inclusion Team to distribute these, along with
training and data to our involved Customers.

An equality profile audit

will be completed on the Resident
Voice membership, so we can work
towards a panel that reflects all
CBH Customers. Audit completed;
findings will be presented at April
Resident Voice meeting along with
agreed targets for recruitment.

CBH have made the
commitment to begin
the TPAS Accreditation
process November 2021.
Over the year, the
Community Fund distributed
£40,000 to local projects.

The application form has now
been refreshed to have a
greater focus on positive
outcomes for CBH
Customers.

This year we introduced
the “Support in the
Community” page
to the CBH website.
All recipients of the Community
Fund share various details
including what their service provides
and how local people can access it.

More than ninety
tenants and
leaseholders have

been actively involved during
this period, sharing their
lived experience as CBH
looks to continually
improve its services.

The Resident Voice is
planning new start times and
days - this flexible approach
aims to increase accessibility
and inclusivity. These have now
been agreed and scheduled in
for all meetings in 2021.

Impact
We aim to connect and support local
community projects. We celebrate residents
who make a difference within their
communities, promoting the positive impact of
social housing.

Twenty-three different
groups and charities
received awards

including the Anti–Loo Roll
Brigade, Monkwick Munch Club,
Colchester Gateway Club, and
the Lexden Springs School.

We needed to adapt
to the lockdown
restrictions but
were still able to
deliver the Good
Neighbour and Your
Garden awards.

9. Communications Update - Business
Service Delivery Model
To Note
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COLCHESTER BOROUGH HOMES BOARD
19 May 2021

Report Title

Communications Update – Business Service Delivery Model

Author

Karen Loweman, Director of Operations
Karen.loweman@cbhomes.org.uk

Report Objective:

Matters to
note/Exception
Highlights

Provide Board members with understanding of the Marketing and
Communications service and objectives
Note: The CBC Communications Manager and the Communications Business
Partner assigned to CBH will attend the meeting.
Tenant involvement and empowerment☐
Home☐

Link to Consumer
Standard objective

Tenancy☐
Neighbourhood and community☐

Sensitivity

Commercial
Confidential
Open

Action
✓

Assurance
Noting
Approval

✓

Recommendations
The Board is asked to:
Note the report which sets out the aims and objectives of CBH’s Service level agreement with Colchester
Borough Council to provide a communication service on our behalf.
Take opportunity to discuss the potential for developing communications and marketing.
Executive summary
Since 2014 Colchester Borough Council have provided a Marketing & Communication service for CBH.
The Service level agreement sets out the aims and objectives of the service, which is monitored by service
leads and updated annually.
The objectives of the service are to:
• Market, maintain and develop the CBH brand and services locally, to raise the profile of CBH
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•
•
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regionally and nationally, to increase customer satisfaction, communicate with target and new
audiences.
Develop positive and beneficial relationships with stakeholders and partners to deliver the
objectives of the service and further enhance CBH’s good reputation.
Monitor and evaluate marketing and communications activity to ensure efficient use of resource
and media channels.

A Communication Business partner is provided to work directly with CBH and understand the service, with
added value provided from the wider resources within the CBC Communications team including
communications advice, media handling, internal communication support and marketing advice and
support.
One of the best measures of success of communication is demonstrated through the bi-annual STAR1
survey, where the most recent outcome shows 64% of customers are satisfied that their views are
listened to and acted upon.
Implications:
Regulatory/Legal

Communication and ensuring that tenants understand service delivery and can
access it, is reviewed within the Regulator for Housing Consumer standards.
Financial/Budgetary The Service level agreement is reviewed annually. The service is funded by CBH
from the Management agreement. The budget for Marketing, Communications
and postage is held by CBH.
Health & Safety
Communications for staff and residents regarding Health & Safety will be provided
by the Communications Officer.
Risk Assessment
Reputation – is a key risk which is mitigated by Communication.
Human Resources

Equality and
Diversity
Value for Money
Environmental and
Sustainability

Resources for Communications are provided through a Service level agreement
with Colchester Borough Council, which includes management and development
of staff.
The Communications Business Parter understands the importance of E&D and will
incorporate relevant requirements into the development of communications.
Annual review of efficiency and outcomes from service are undertaken during
review of the Service level agreement.
The Council has declared a Climate Emergency and has committed to being
carbon neutral by 2030. The Communications plan considers carbon reduction
when considering methods of communication.

Page Left Blank

1

STAR – Survey of Tenants and Residents Star (housemark.co.uk)
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Background:
Colchester Borough Council (CBC) has provided CBH with a Marketing & Communication
service since June 2014. The service provides a dedicated Communications Business Partner
for CBH work, together with services from the wider CBC Marketing & Communications team to
deal with 24/7 media enquiries, design and marketing services and Strategic oversight and
management.
The service povides a wide range of communications and marketing skills and partnerships which
aim to add value for CBH and help deliver effective and targeted communications and marketing
activity. It ensures continued enhanced understanding of CBH ambitions and initiatives,
improvement of services, customer service and efficiency for both organisations.
Over and above the core funded access to business partner support, the benefits of the centralised
team include access to wider support and skills including managerial support, advice on external
design services, style, sustainability and production of materials, provision of online services,
including delivering key messages through social media, and website, together with technical
support and internal training programmes.
The service arrangement is provided through a Service Level agreement (SLA), which is
reviewed annually. In addition to a fee for the staff resource, a budget is provided by CBH to
CBC to deliver annual service objectives.
Service Level Agreement Highlights:
The Colchester Borough Council Communications and Marketing team aim to provide a high
quality, effective, value for money and accountable service offering marketing and publicity, public
relations, and communications, within the resources available.
The key objectives and scope of the service include:
•
•
•
•

Market, maintain and develop CBH brand and services locally, to raise the profile of CBH
regionally and nationally, to increase customer satisfaction, communicate with target
audiences and engage new audiences.
Develop positive and beneficial relationships with stakeholders and partners to deliver the
objectives of the service and to further enhance CBHs good reputation.
Pursue opportunities to develop the business.
Monitor and evaluate marketing and communications activity to ensure efficient use of
resources and channels.

The CBC Communications and Marketing team will specifically provide the following services:
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•
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Provide a bespoke communications and business partner to deliver services and act as
first point of contact, with line management and additional support provided by the Senior
Communications and Marketing Business Partner and the Communications and Marketing
Manager
Pro-active PR development and re-active media support, including out of hours media and
communications support.
Production of bi-monthly staff newsletter (email format)
Production of bespoke staff communications
Supporting corporate staff communications
Production of regular Councillor and Board member briefings
CB Support web site development and improvement
Producing CBH Communications and Marketing strategies and action plans
Proactive and reactive social media engagement and development and delivery of a social
media strategy
Writing, editing and development of corporate publications such as the Annual Report and
Housing News & Views (3 times annually)
Writing, editing, and formatting all other CBH print.
Support to deliver corporate presentations.
Produce regular evaluation of return on investment for social media and public relations.
Protect, promote, and manage the Colchester Borough Homes brand. This will include
support and production of key marketing campaigns and promotional activity within agreed
marketing strategy.
Networking at regional communications events
Representing Communications and Marketing at Colchester Borough Homes’ Media Panel
Supporting the drafting and submission of award submissions
Conducting marketing related research projects to offer insight for CBH.
Supporting with production of promotional films and media

Communications Plan and objectives:
A Communications Plan is in place to demonstrate how we share our strategic ambitions and
achievements with our customers and key stakeholders. The plan includes key messages aligned
to our Strategic plans and the Medium-Term delivery plan.
CBH Communications Plan 2020-22 (sharepoint.com)

The success of our Communications is measured (in part) by the Biannual STARi survey, where it
is included within the satisfaction score “Satisfaction that residents views are being listened to and
acted upon.” Our outcome score in the 2019/20 survey was 64% which compares just below the
middle quartile when compared with our peer group (Housemark benchmarking group).
CBH has a key risk associated with potential “reputational damage,” having good Communication
practice and resource in place supports mitigation of the risk.
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Future objectives
The CBH Communication strategy sets the direction and key messages. Future plans will focus on
developing work that will maximise the reach, coverage, and impact of the key messages. Raising
the profile of CBH and the wide range of work that is undertaken to support its tenants directly, and
in partnership with others in Colchester.

i

STAR – Survey of Tenants and Residents Star (housemark.co.uk)

10. CBC/CBH Management Agreement
actions progress
To Note
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Action

Responsibility

Target
Priority High
completion RAG Status Completed
Medium Low
date

Notes

Housing Operational Services

1. Resident Engagement – cost and outcomes
(satisfaction with opportunities for involvement) are both
average compared to peer group. Need to review the
effectiveness of communications alongside the
implementation of the new resident Engagement Plan.
The Communication Business Partner role (purchased via
a CBC/CBH SLA) is key to this

Operations Director CBH

High

Mar-21

Housing Operational Services

2. Review of value for money between in-house and
contractor performance for delivery of the responsive
repairs and void property repairs service
3. Contract administrator roles and responsibilities to be
defined and included in Schedule 6 (including
authorisations and decision making)

Operations Director –
CBH / CBC client team

Medium

Nov-21

project to start Spring 2021 to review DLO structure

Client Asset Manager CBC

High

Nov-21

date amended to Nov 21

High

May-21

Draft written by MB - TBC

High

Feb-21

Completed Process in place to include consultation

Client Services Manager -

Medium

May-21

Client Services Manager -

Medium

Sep-21

Client Services Manager
– CBC and Operations
Director

Medium

01/04/2021
amended to
1/06/2021

Client Services Manager CBC and Operations
Director -

Low

Jun-21

Housing Operational Services

Housing Operational Services

Housing Operational Services

Housing Operational Services

Housing Operational Services

Housing Operational Services

Housing Operational Services

Client Services Manager
4. Review and update Schedule 2 of the management
– CBC
agreements (which sets out the details of functional
delegations to CBH) to ensure it is complete and accurate
5. Review process for Rent and Service Charge setting – Client Services Manager ensure there is space for tenant consultation and
operational feedback on the details of service charges
prior to Council appro

6. Review process for considering and awarding access
licences and grant of land, together with the monitoring
arrangements
7. Cost of operational service delivery to be explicitly
considered when the current HRA business plan is
updated
8. ASB service - scope and service requirements to be fully
explored and set out in more detail in the management
agreement – particularly in relation to wider Community
Safety aspects of the service.
9. Update the management agreement to better define
expected outcomes from the older persons housing
service. In light of this, develop the older persons service
alongside the Helpline team (Amphora), with C360 and
others in the voluntary sector such as Age UK.

Complete A review of the costs within the Housemark benchmark has been undertaken. The CBH
KL - Feb 21 submission includes costs of: Resident enegaement officer and Management
overheads + Older persons services enabling + Housing Officer time + Communications
service level agreement. Project 2020 restructure is now complete and will amend cost
to the Customer Experience team + Communication engagement costs only. The
effectiveness of the Communication is measured by STAR survey outcome and only
adjusts when resutls validated - this will not change until 2022, although the benchmark
position may.

Initial meeting held with CBC Community Safety team. Meeting arranged to confirm
scope of requirement for Boroughwide ASB
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Asset Management

1. Clarification needed on responsibilities of Amphora
(Estates team) and CBH on the management of housing
stock leased to third parties such as NACRO

Client Asset Manager CBC

High

Jun-21

In progress
Change date to June 21

Asset Management

2. Amend Management Agreement to state that financial
limit for CBH to directly hold/procure contracts is £150k
or as stated in Asset Management Strategy

Client Asset Manager CBC

Low

Sep-21

Update to Management Agreement date amend to May - 21

Client Asset Manager CBC

Medium

Mar-21

Client Asset Manager CBC

Medium

Feb-21

On going - change to working practice within Procruement strategy in AMS

Client Asset Manager CBC

High

Sep-21

Ridge commissioned to revise Asset management strategy for CBC - Feb 2021

Asset Management
3. CMG to be re-focussed to address exception reporting,
health and safety compliance, potential or actual
overspends and forward look on procurement needs.
Asset Management

Asset Management

4. Review operation of current procurement processes
jointly with CBC Procurement Team. Establish any
immediate opportunities for improvement in processes.
5. Ensure revised Asset Management Strategy
i) includes a comprehensive review of procurement
strategy that is robust enough to successfully and cost
effectively deliver the levels of investment required and
which reviews contract value limits for CBH to enter into
directly ii) considers DLO delivery and procurement
consortia arrangements as part of procurement options
iii) reviews specifications for asset component renewals
iv) reviews standards for communal areas covering
building safety, security, amenity spaces, lighting, design
etc
v) addresses achieving or contributing to achieving 2030
zero carbon target

Complete
KL/MA
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Housing Options

1. CBH to provide direct cost of staff employed to
Operations Director - CBH
maintain the housing register and provide the housing
options and homelessness service. Cost to be compared
with neighbouring authorities and/or authorities in the
sub-region responding to similar numbers of applications
for assistance – for example, Basildon, Chelmsford and
Harlow

Medium

Mar-21

Housing Options

2. Update the management agreement service
description to accurately reflect current legislative
requirements.

Client Services Manager CBC

Medium

Sep-21

Housing Options

3. Consider inclusion of additional service outcomes as
part of review of delivery homelessness strategy

Client Services Manager
Housing Strategy
Manager - CBC

Low

Sep-21

Housing Options team service plan developed in line with Homelessness Strategy

Housing Options

4. Consider the risks and benefits of transferring MHCLG Client Services Manager grant income to CBH budgets (benefits include ability to
CBC
put in place fast track payment for private sector landlord
schemes)

Medium

Apr-21

To be considered but unlikely to be agreed at this time.

Housing Options

5. Include data on homelessness decisions and quarterly Client Services Manager reporting against homelessness budget spend in reporting
CBC
on delivery of the homelessness
6. Review temporary accommodation strategy
Housing Strategy
Manager - CBC

Medium

Jan-21

Medium

Apr-21

Housing Options

Complete Complete - Benchmarking salaries confirm range of salary scale at CBH below others.
However, each Local authority has different structure and demands on service so no
direct overall cost comparison. Restructure of team complete March 2021 within CBH
budget but review with CBC to consider Management fee against cost of service and
impact of grants which support delivery of service (Risk if grants not available)

Completed Carried out at monthly CBH Operational meetings that the Client attend.

Temporary Accommodation "Position statement" - but no strategy as such. KL and
Tina Hinson have met.
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Corporate Facilities Management

1. Updated and expanded SLA (including Leisure World
and Engineering Services/Car Parking sub SLAs) to be
agreed, and to be incorporated into the management
agreement.

Client Services Manager CBC

Medium

Aug-21

Corporate Facilities Management

2. Process for handover and inclusion of new corporate
buildings to be agreed and added to the management
agreement
3. Reference to benchmarking service contracts (2.2.6 in
SLA) to be replaced with a requirement to carry out
management quality checks of services

Client Services Manager CBC

Medium

Aug-21

Client Services Manager CBC

Medium

Aug-21

High

Aug-21

High

Aug-21

Medium

Jan-21

Complete

Completed

Corporate Facilities Management

Corporate Facilities Management

Corporate Facilities Management

Corporate Facilities Management

4. CBC Client, CBH and CBC Corporate Health and Safety Client Services Manager Officer to agree and document the Health and Safety
CBC
monitoring procedures and compliance reporting required
of CBH, and for this requirement to be added to the
management agreement.
5. Review targets for responsive maintenance, with
Operations Director – CBC
response category definitions also agreed and
communicated with CBC building managers
6. Energy consumption KPI to be deleted, subject to
Client Services Manager confirmation that this is being recorded and reported
CBC
elsewhere in CBC

Corporate Facilities Management

7. CBH to recommend an appropriate uplift to the KPI
threshold cost per m2 for backlog repairs

Director of Business
Improvement

Medium

Jan-21

Corporate Facilities Management

8. Produce a corporate asset management strategy,
providing 5-year investment programme and 30 year
investment projection.

Amphora Commercial
Holdings subject to 10
below

Low

Oct-21

Corporate Facilities Management

9. CBH to produce an annual report on corporate
property management and maintenance

Operations Director –
CBC

Medium

May-21

Corporate Facilities Management

10. Complete a review of the client role for CBHs facilities
management function – specifically asset management
strategy, leasehold management, performance targets
and Setting KPIs and Health` and Safety Compliance

Client Asset Manager CBC

High

Mar-21

Dates for completion of agreement regarding Corporate facilities management amended to August -21

The figure that we have been working to at present as detailed in the current
SLA is £40/m2 which I believe was a benchmark figure for good practice
provided by RICS back in 2015/2016 when the SLA was written. I have spoken
to Lee and according to BCIS data, maintenance costs have risen by 22% since
2016 so I would suggest that the KPI is increased by this amount to £49/m2.

Draft complete

Complete Complete - Amphora will be Client
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Financial Arrangements and
Management Fee

1. Add more detail to the management agreement to
define the type of expenditure that the revenue
maintenance reserve should cover in the event of a
projected overspend

Client Asset Manager CBC

Low

Oct-21

Financial Arrangements and
Management Fee

2. Review the financial limit of £300k on CBH retained
ringfenced funds derived from underspends against the
revenue repairs element of the management fee. (as
detailed in Schedule 6 of the management agreement)

Client Asset Manager CBC

Low

Oct-21

Client Service Manager CBC

Low

Oct-21

Client Service Manager CBC

Medium

Oct-21

Financial Arrangements and
Management Fee

3. Revise schedule 3 of the management agreement to
better define and describe the process for setting the
management fee and the delegated budgets.

Preparation for 2022/3 for Cost of Management Agreement

Financial Arrangements and
Management Fee

4. The fee for corporate facilities management to be
incorporated into schedule 3 of the management
agreement

Financial Arrangements and
Management Fee

5. The annual CBC/CBH strategic meeting (which forms
Client Service Manager part of the liaison protocol) needs to take place and be
CBC
used to discuss openly any upcoming financial pressures
or a desire from either party to provide additional
services which may have a financial implications. Also, to
include consideration of service development issues such
as, tenancy audits, options for staff led local area
improvement iniatives if CBH exceed targets, older
persons services

Low

Sep-21

Schedule date:

Financial Arrangements and
Management Fee

6. CBC and CBH to jointly review CBHs 5 year financial
plan, and (in the context of the review of the HRA
business plan) consider the principles for setting the
management fee for core housing services (HRA funded)
prior to the expiry of the current agreement in August
2023. The aim is to ensure the service is both financially
sustainable and is meeting the Council’s expectations in
terms of service delivery. To include principles for
accumulating reserves.

Client Service Manager CBC

High

Sep-21

with line 38 - Management fee

Financial Arrangements and
Management Fee

7. CBC and CBH to explore the options around the
flexibility to deliver additional localised improvements in
response to CBH exceeding performance targets, with
CBH staff making suggestions on what and where.

Operations Director - CBH

Low

Sep-21

To discuss at Strategic meeting
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COLCHESTER BOROUGH HOMES BOARD
Wednesday 19 May 2021
Report Title

0010 CBC/CBH Management Agreement Actions Progress report

Author

Karen Loweman, Director of Operations
Matthew Armstrong, Director of Business Improvement

Report Objective:

To provide the Board with an update on the Management Agreement
actions.

Matters to
note/Exception
Highlights
Tenant involvement and empowerment ☒
Link to Consumer
Standard
objective

Home ☒
Tenancy ☒
Neighbourhood and community ☐

Sensitivity

Commercial
Confidential
Open

Action
✓

Assurance
Noting
Approval

✓

The Board is asked to:
i. NOTE the progress on CBC/CBH Management Agreement Schedule of Actions (Appendix 1)
Executive summary
In September 2020 the board considered the Overarching Outcomes from the review of the
Management agreement with Colchester Borough Council (CBC). This has now been developed
into a Schedule of Actions and has been agreed between CBC and CBH officers. It was agreed
that progress against this schedule will be monitored at the quarterly Principal Liaison officer
meetings and by the CBH Board.
The updated Schedule of Actions can be found at Appendix 1.
Progress since the last meeting:
1. The evaluation of Resident Engagement costs and outcomes (Housemark value for money
quadrant) is complete. Following re structure of services this will now be part of the Customer
Experience team, only relevant service costs will be allocated within Housemark submission.
2. Meetings are scheduled with CBC to discuss the service requirement for dealing with anti-
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social behaviour.
3. Review has commenced to consider Strategic overview of CBC Leased properties (to other
organisations) and consider any responsibilities that may be required from CBH.
4. The Asset Management Strategy update has been procured by CBC and is being
undertaken by consultants (Ridge) this will form the basis for future Capital investment work.
5. The Housing Options staffing restructure is complete, with staff numbers and salaries
compared with other Local authorities.
Strategic Plan

The CBC/CBH Management Agreement is the means by which
delivery of housing services is delegated by CBC to CBH. It is
therefore the foundation upon which the Company’s strategic plan
is based.

Regulatory/Legal

The Management Agreement is the foundation upon which the
Company’s legal and regulatory activity is based.

Financial/Budgetary

The Management Agreement is the foundation upon which the
Company’s financial resources and budget planning are based.

Health & Safety

The Management Agreement also sets out the Company’s
responsibility to ensure a robust health and safety compliance
system is in place.
The 2020 review of the CBC/CBH Management Agreement was
previously highlighted on the Company’s Strategic Risk Register.
Risk 321 relates to relationship breakdown between CBC and CBH,
the mitigations in place assist in completing the Action Plan
attached to this report.
The Management Agreement sets out the basis upon which CBC
staff were originally transferred to CBH and continue to perform the
required housing functions.
The Management Agreement sets out the Company’s responsibility
to ensure effective equality and diversity policies and plans are
embedded in the Company’s operations.

Risk Assessment

Human Resources

Equality and Diversity

Value for Money

The Management Agreement sets out the Company’s responsibility
to ensure value for money is delivered for CBC and residents.

Environmental and
Sustainability

The extension to the Management Agreement will enable the
Company to play an important role in the Council’s Climate
Emergency Action Plan.

1.
APPENDIX
1.1 The following document is appended to this report: •

Appendix 1 – CBC/CBH Management Agreement Schedule of Actions.

2

11. AOB
For Discussion
Presented by Dirk Paterson

